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ABSTRACT
As per the latest Standards Catalog released by the FDA, both define.xml 1.0 and 2.0 are acceptable for data
submissions like NDA. However, because of the technical insufficiency of define.xml 1.0, the agency specifically
encourages the industry to submit the define.xml of version 2.0. It is highly possible that multiple studies are included
in a data submission. Some of them may have been done in early years with an older version of define.xml, while
other studies may have implemented a newer version. To keep the define xml version consistent in a single
submission, there is a need for generating newer version of define.xml for these old studies. Considering that
significant amount of work had been invested to check the validity and compliance of these define files in older
version, it is more efficient and cost effective to convert these define.xml from version 1.0 to 2.0 without losing
information.
This paper briefly discusses the difference of define.xml between version 1.0 and 2.0, then introduces a simple
approach to perform the define.xml up-versioning.

INTRODUCTION
The data definition file describes the metadata of the submitted electronic datasets, which is considered as the most
important part of the electronic dataset submission for regulatory review. As per the most recent Standards Catalog
(Version 4.4) released in August 2015, the agency accepts both the define.xml version 1.0 and 2.0 (hereafter called
define.xml 1.0 and 2.0 respectively). However, there are some technical insufficiencies associated with the define.xml
1.0. For example, it is very difficult to print out a nicely formatted hard copy of define.xml 1.0. Therefore, the agency
specifically requests the sponsor to submit a test version of the define.xml version 1.0 prior to application submission
to ensure that it can be printed within the agency IT environment. Alternatively, a printable copy of define.pdf has to
be submitted along with the define.xml 1.0. The Agency also clearly mentioned that “If a define.xml version 2.0 or
later version is submitted, then a define.pdf does not need to be included in the submission”.
There are many new features and advantages of define.xml 2.0, such as it supports result metadata, removes
redundant information from the Controlled Terminology (hereafter called CT) section by allowing omission of decode
if it is the same as coded value, provide C-code for CDISC CT for a quicker reference, provides where clause for
value level/parameter level metadata, etc. More and more sponsors/reviewers are in favor of this newer version of
define.xml for the study data for recent or ongoing studies. On the other hand, many earlier studies might have an
older version of define.xml, which had been carefully reviewed/validated. If they will be included in the same
application along with the newer studies, the agency expects a consistent version of define.xml.

MAIN DISCUSSION
Pinnacle 21 (previously well-known as OpenCDISC) has been widely utilized in the pharmaceutical industry to
validate clinical trial data. The most recent release is Pinnacle 21 Community version 2.1.0, which provides 3
valuable components: Validator, Define.xml Generator and Converter. The Validator could be used to validate
ADaM, SDTM, SEND datasets as per data checking rules published by the FDA and validate define.xml as per XML
schema developed by CDISC. Meanwhile, the Define.xml Generator can be used to create data spec in the format of
MS Excel spreadsheet and generate define.xml 2.0 based on the updated spreadsheet. The following steps briefly
describe how to convert an existing define.xml from version 1.0 to 2.0, as well as the way to validate and enhance it.

STEP 1. CONVERT EXISTING DEFINE.XML VERSION 1.0 TO DATA SPEC
1.

Start Pinnacle and select “Define.xml” in the main menu on the left. “Create Spec” and “Generate Define”
menu items will appear under “Define.xml”.

2.

Select “Create Spec”, the interface “Define.xml Generator” appears on the right pane.

3.

Select “Browse” in the “Source Data” section and import the study data in the format of SAS transport file.

4.

Select the appropriate data model version from the drop-down menu next to “Configuration”. Available
values include SDTM 3.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.1.3, 3.2, ADaM 1.0, SEND 3.0, etc.

5.

Select “Browse” under “Import Define.xml” and import the existing define.xml in version 1.0
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Display 1. Main User Interface of Pinnacle 21

Display 2. User Interface of Creating Data Spec
6.

Select “Create” button to create the data spec. Please note that there are two “Create” buttons on the
screen. The upper one is to create the data spec by only importing the metadata of the SAS transport files,
whereas the lower one will create the spec by importing the metadata from data as well as the contents in
the existing define.xml. In our case, select the lower “Create” button to read the contents in existing
define.xml version 1.0.

7.

A pop-up window “Generating Define.xml Excel Spec” appears. When the generation is done, select the
“Open Spec” button to review the data spec.

8.

The data spec in Excel contains the following tabs: Study, Datasets, Variables, ValueLevel, WhereClause,
Codelists, Dictionaries, Methods, Comments and Documents.
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Display 3. Sample output of data spec

STEP 2. UPDATE THE DATA SPEC FOR DEFINE.XML 2.0
The application does a very good job in retrieving the meta data from each individual dataset, and additional
information from the existing define.xml, such as the comments for each variable in the datasets, names of the code
list, values of Origin (i.e., CRF Page number), etc. However extra steps have to be performed in order to convert it to
a well-defined define.xml 2.0.
1.

In the Codelists tab, the “NCI Codelist Code” and “NCI Term Code” columns have to be updated. A small
SAS utility program can be developed to retrieve the code from the Controlled Terminology (CT) text file,
which can be downloaded from the website of National Cancer Institute. Depending on the version of the CT
used in the trial, the program should be able to retrieve the corresponding Term code and Codelist code if
there is a match.

2.

Save the updated data spec in a location at your preference.

STEP 3. CONVERT THE DATA SPEC TO DEFINE.XML 2.0
1.

Select “Generate Define” under Define.xml in the main menu. “Define.xml Generator” window appears on
the right.

2.

Select “Browse” to import the updated data spec in Excel spreadsheet format.

3.

Select “Generate” to create define.xml 2.0. When it is done, Select “Open Define.xml” to browse the output.

Display 4. Sample output of define.xml 2.0 generated using Pinnacle 21
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STEP 4. VALIDATING DEFINE.XML
It is necessary to validate the generated define.xml 2.0 to ensure it is compliant with CDSIC published define.xml
schema.
11. Select “Validator” in the main menu, and select “Define.xml” from the Standard drop-down menu.
12. Select “Browse” to locate the generated define.xml version 2.0. By default it is located in the subfolder
“Reports” where the Pinnacle 21 is installed.
13. Select “Validate”.
14. Select “Open Report” to review findings if any.

Display 5. Using Pinnacle 21 to validate the output of define.xml 2.0

DISCUSSION
The define.xml 2.0 generated by this application is great except one thing: the domains displayed in the TOC section
are sorted in alphabetical order, which is inconsistent with the example define.xml provided by CDISC and does not
meet the expectation of agency reviewers. The order of domains in TOC recommended by SDTM Metadata
Submission Guidelines (SDTM-MSG) is Trial Design, Special Purpose, Intervention, Events, Findings and Special
Purpose. Even if the order in the input data spec is changed to the order recommended by SDTM-MSG, the datasets
will still be displayed in alphabetical order in the generated define.xml, which means that the end user of the
application has no way to change the display order of domains in the TOC.
To work around this issue, a small SAS utility program has been developed to re-arrange the order of the domains
displayed in the TOC and DDT sections of define.xml. The basic idea is to read in the output define.xml to a SAS
dataset, re-arrange the order of the XML definitions of tabulation datasets (ItemGroupDefinition) based on their Class
first and then by alphabetical order of the domain names within each class. See appendix for the complete SAS code.

CONCLUSION
The Pinnacle 21 has been a great tool to evaluate the CDISC compliance for both datasets and data definition
documents. Furthermore the newly released version of the application provides the capability to generate data spec
based on metadata of the datasets as well as to create define.xml 2.0 based on the updated data spec. By combining
these two great capabilities, this tool can be used to convert the existing define.xml from 1.0 to 2.0 with minimum
programming effort involved.
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APPENDIX
%macro sortxml(infile=,outfile=,debug=) / minoperator;
data xml(keep=xmlcode sect rec_ord) domains(keep=class_ord sect domain);
length domain $20 class $50 xmlcode $8196;
infile "&infile" lrecl=8196;
input;
xmlcode=_infile_;
rec_ord+1;
retain sect 1 igdef_st igdef_en domain_found class_found 0 domain;
** Each tabulation dataset is enclosed with
<ItemGroupDef> and </ItemGroupDef> **;
if substr(left(xmlcode),1,14)='<ItemGroupDef ' then do;
** sect=1 for everything before the first <ItemGroupDef> **;
** sect=2,3... for tabulation datasets **;
** sect=sect of the last dataset + 1 for
everything after tabulation datasets **;
sect+1;
igdef_st=1;
if igdef_en=1 then igdef_en=0;
end;
else if substr(left(xmlcode),1,15)='</ItemGroupDef>' then igdef_en=1;
else if igdef_en=1 then do;
sect+1;
igdef_en=0;
end;
else if igdef_st=1 and find(trim(xmlcode),'>')>0 then do;
igdef_st=0;
** igdef_tag_en=1 if the closing > for <ItemGroupDef> is hit. **;
igdef_tag_en=1;
end;
** Retrieve domain names **;
if (igdef_st=1 or igdef_tag_en=1) and domain_found=0 then do;
domain_pos=find(trim(xmlcode),'Name=');
if domain_pos then domain= substr(xmlcode, domain_pos+6,
find(upcase(trim(xmlcode)), ' ',domain_pos) - domain_pos-7);
if domain_pos then domain_found=1;
end;
** Retrieve class names and code classes **;
if (igdef_st=1 or igdef_tag_en=1) and class_found=0 then do;
class_pos=find(trim(xmlcode),'def:Class=');
if class_pos then do;
class=dequote(substr(xmlcode,class_pos+10));
class_found=1;
** Code classes in the order recommended in the SDTM-MSG **;
if class='TRIAL DESIGN'
then class_ord=1;
else if class='SPECIAL PURPOSE' then class_ord=2;
else if class='INTERVENTIONS'
then class_ord=3;
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else
else
else
else

if
if
if
if

class='EVENTS'
class='FINDINGS'
class='FINDINGS ABOUT'
class='RELATIONSHIP'

then
then
then
then

class_ord=4;
class_ord=5;
class_ord=6;
class_ord=7;

else if class='SUBJECT LEVEL ANALYSIS DATASET'
then class_ord=1;
else if class='ADVERSE EVENTS ANALYSIS DATASET'
then class_ord=2;
else if class='BASIC DATA STRUCTURE'
then class_ord=3;
else if class='ADAM OTHER'
then class_ord=4;

end;

output domains;
end;

** Reset domain_found and class_found to 0 for the next dataset **;
if igdef_tag_en=1 then do;
domain_found=0;
class_found=0;
end;
run;

output xml;

** Sort classes in the order recommended in the SDTM-MSG **;
** Sort tabulation datasets within a class in alphabetic order **;
** Everything else remains unchanged **;
data xml1;
merge xml(in=a) domains(in=b);
by sect;
if sect=1 then ord=1;
else if b then ord=2;
else ord=3;
run;
proc sort data=xml1 out=xml2;
by ord class_ord domain rec_ord;
run;
** Output to XML **;
data _null_;
file "&outfile" lrecl=8196 nopad;
set xml2(keep=xmlcode);
put xmlcode;
run;
** Remove temporary datasets **;
%if %upcase(&debug) in N NO 0 FALSE %then %do;
proc datasets lib=work nolist;
delete xml xml1 xml2 domains;
quit;
%end;
%mend sortxml;
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